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We at CAA USA want to thank you for making the MCK the most popular handgun 
conversion kit in America. We are very proud that the MCK is 100% made in the USA. 
You will see throughout the catalog that we illustrate a few of our nation’s famous 
landmarks as well as some fun facts about them.

As some of you may know I spent most of my adult life teaching hundreds of thousands 
of soldiers how to shoot so we thought it would be a nice idea to share some basic 
shooting tips throughout this catalog. We truly hope these tips are beneficial next time 
you are at the range.

Our new Generation 2 MCK was designed with the input we received from you, our 
loyal customers. The MCK Gen 2 has been received with incredible enthusiasm and is 
a great addition to our already world famous, MCK family. 2021 is going to be a great 
year with many new models coming out such as the HK VP9 and the CZ 07/09 & P10 
series, Glock 29/30, Taurus G2C/G3C, Canik TP9 series, the Smith & Wesson Shield 
and the Sig Sauer X series. We are also excited for many cool new accessories such 
as a bipod, hard & soft case, glass breaker, side flashlight adapter, new trigger guard 
and many more.

Thank you again for making CAA USA what we are today.

With much respect,

LTC (Ret.) Mikey Hartman
CEO – CAA USA

Message From The CEO
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ADVANTAGES OF

GEN 1

The first generation MCK was introduced in December of 2018 and took the market by storm with these advantages:

ADVANTAGES OF

GEN 2

• No pistol disassembly required – Just place pistol into the kit, lock, and go.
• Allows for multiple handgun models into one platform.
• Ergonomic Finger Groove Grip for more stability.
• Top Picatinny rail, allowing a combination of sights and/or optics.
• Side Picatinny rails for mounting additional accessories, i.e… thumb-rests
• Ambidextrous, fast and easy handling.
• Right-folding stock arm brace for easy concealment and carry, locks in the 

folded position.

• Front spare magazine holder for a faster reload.
• Built-in charging handle allowing for quicker assembly/disassembly.
• Exposed slide release for direct contact and easier use.

• Comes with a new extended stabilizer which allows the user to fire the Gen 
2 MCK in the folded and locked position. The new stabilizer is compatible 
with Gen 1 MCKs as well.

• The rear door extends back an additional 15 degrees, making it easier to 
insert and extract the handgun.

• The Gen 2 MCK accommodates suppressor height sights.
• Featuring a new charging handle which makes more surface contact with 

the rear of the handgun slide.

• Includes an aluminum top picatinny rail for improved stability, durability, 
and accuracy.

• Accepts CAA USA’s new brass catcher, made especially for our latest 
generation MCK (sold separately).

• Features an improved spare magazine holder that operates with a mag 
catch and magazine release button.

• The Gen 2 MCK is suppressor friendly and can accommodate a suppressor 
up to 1.38” diameter.

Introduced in January of 2020, the Gen 2 MCK removed all limitations from conversion kits by pioneering the following features:
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2021
CAA USA is honored to be the trend setters in the handgun conversion kit world. We strive to be the best we can be. Listening 
to our loyal customers has made us better and we will continue to improve in 2021. We are dedicated to our goal of releasing a 
new model every two months. 

Some exciting conversion kits to be on the look-out for in 2021 are the Glock 29/30, Sig X Series, M&P Shield, CZ P-07/P-09/P-10 
series, HK VP9 and many other popular handguns such as Taurus and Canik.

The MCK for the Glock 29/30 will be compatible with the Glock model 30S, SF models, and standard Gen 3 and Gen 4 models. 
This conversion kit is anticipated to be released in the first quarter of 2021. Due to the incredible demand, we are eager to 
release the MCK for the Sig P320 X Series models. This conversion kit will accept the Sig Sauer X5, X Compact, X Full, and X 
Carry models. Coming in our Gen 2 configuration, the X series compatible MCK is scheduled to be released in the first Quarter 
of 2021. The Smith & Wesson Shield is one of the most popular choices for an everyday carry handgun. Due to the slim design 
and small footprint, we kept this idea in our R&D strategy to produce the thinnest MCK in our history. The long-awaited
conversion kit for the Shield will be available by the end of January 2021.

The second Quarter of 2021 will be the most exciting for Heckler & Koch and CZ fans. CAA USA will be announcing the release 
of our conversion kit for the HK VP9/VP40 models and for the CZ P-07/P-09/P-10 series of handguns.

Later in 2021, during the third Quarter, we plan to tackle another great single stack handgun, the Sig P365. Like many of our new 
units, the P365 compatible conversion kit will feature our Gen 2 configuration that you have come to know and love. For the fans 
of Taurus, we are excited to develop an MCK for the Taurus G2C and G3C series of handguns. The Taurus MCK will be available 
in the third Quarter of 2021.

Another highly requested handgun with a loyal following is the Canik TP9 Series. Growing in popularity while winning awards for 
handgun of the year, the Canik MCK is CAA USA’s way to finish 2021 strong. Available in the fourth Quarter of this year, the Canik 
will be on our trusted Gen 2 platform.

MADE IN USA

The MCK for the P320 X Series allows compatibility with Sig’s extremely popular 
and highly innovative modular frame and trigger control system. This kit will be 
a hit with the tactical community and will work with the X Full, X5, X Carry and X 
Compact models.

GLOCK 29/30
The MCK (Micro Conversion Kit) for the Glock 29/30 will be on our Gen 2 platform, 
featuring an aluminum top picatinny rail, a Gen 2 stabilizer that allows you to fire 
while it is folded and locked, and the ability to suppress your handgun inside the 
unit. Fits models 29/29SF/30/30S/30SF in Gens 3 & 4.

SIG SAUER X SERIES

// NEW RELEASES
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SMITH & WESSON M&P SHIELD 
The MCK for the M&P Shield takes a new record at CAA for being the 
thinnest conversion kit we have ever made. We are excited to have an MCK 
for your everyday carry handguns. The MCK Shield will feature an aluminum 
top picatinny rail, a Gen 2 Stabilizer, and a magazine button catch/release.

CZ broke the mold when they created the P series of handguns. This was a first 
for CZ to get into striker-fired polymer handguns and it did not disappoint. The 
MCK for the P-07, P-09, and P-10 will help unlock the true potential for accuracy. 
Coming in a Gen 2 configuration, the CZ P-10 conversion kit will be suppressor 
friendly and feature a magazine button catch/release for the spare magazine.

CZ P-07/P-09/P-10

TAURUS
The MCK for the Taurus is something we are excited about due to the reputation 
that the G2 and G3 series of handguns has. The Taurus compatible MCK will be 
revealed with key features of our Gen 2 platform.

CANIK
The Canik conversion kit has been a highly requested model from our fans. 
Since its launch into the industry, the Canik TP9 series of handguns has only 
exceeded expectations in quality and service. Coming in the close of 2021, the 
MCK for the Canik will feature all the advantages of a Gen 2 configuration.

MADE IN USA

In continuing our efforts to produce an MCK for the popular handguns that are 
carried across the U.S., we are excited to be releasing a conversion kit for the Sig 
P365 series of handguns. Available in the 3rd Quarter of 2021, the MCK for the 
Sig P365 will come standard with the quality, durability, and accuracy that you 
have come to expect from CAA USA.

Upon its release, the VP9 and VP40 models from Heckler & Koch have been 
and continue to be incredibly popular. Featuring unique design, the VP9 stands 
out for its ergonomics and reliability. The MCK for the VP9 will be no different 
in quality or reliability on the range.

HECKLER & KOCH VP9/VP40

SIG SAUER P365

// NEW RELEASES CONT.
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2021// MCK TAC // RELEASING MADE IN USA

The MCK TAC was born in the sense of concealment and maneuverability. The 
TAC features a one-point bungee style sling and Quick Detach sling swivel. It 
was made with VIP Protection in mind and is the most compact Micro Conversion 
Kit we have created to date. The TAC rear housing will fit all models of the MCK 
and has a small compartment where you can store up to two 9mm rounds, or ear 
plugs / batteries / etc. This rear housing opens in a swivel motion and does not 
need to be disassembled from MCK (That option does exist). By removing the 
rear housing with a simple push of a pin, you can attach any of our stabilizers or 
stocks, and convert back to a standard MCK.

What does TAC represent?

TACTICAL: With its small footprint, the TAC is a powerful force equalizer that can 
quickly be deployed from concealment, making it ideal for instinctive shooting 
and easier to manipulate in close quarters.

ACCURATE: The MCK TAC extends pistol accuracy at longer range by providing 
a more stable platform for your pistol, similar to MP9 style shooting with your 
support arm locked. Additionally, the longer sight radius of flip up sights or the 
precision of a red dot optic give the shooter even longer-range capability.

CONCEALMENT: The MCK TAC is only approximately 15 inches long, making it much 
easier to store in your vehicle, conceal on your person, in a safe, or staged throughout 
the house. Check your state laws for concealment regulations in your state.

14
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SKU: MCKTAC MSRP: $249.99



Did You Know?
The most dangerous animal in the Grand Canyon 
is actually the rock squirrel. Although gila monsters 
and bighorn sheep inhabit the land, tourists most 
often get bitten by the squirrel.

Photo by Jason Thompson on Unsplash



GLOCK
MCK

17 18

Gaston Glock, an Austrian engineer, founded Glock in 1963.

In the early 1980s, the semi-automatic Glock service pistol 
was born in response to meet the needs of the Austrian 
military. Glock features a polymer frame and the developed 
SAFE ACTION ® System which revolutionized the handgun 
market. In the mid-1980s Glock Pistols were introduced to 
the U.S. Market. Their innovation, durability and reliability 
immediately captured the attention of both the U.S. law 
enforcement and commercial markets.

Fast forward to present day, Glock is currently on its 5th 
Generation of service pistols which are used worldwide 
by civilians, law enforcement, and military organizations.



 

// GEN 1 GLOCK 17/19

SKU: MCK | MSRP: $249.00

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCKUSA | MSRP: $418.95

MADE IN USA

19 20

The first generation of our MCK (Micro Conversion Kit) is compatible with Glock models 17, 19, 22, 23,
19x, 31, 32, and the G45 in Gen 3, 4, and 5.

Debuted by Glock GmbH of Austria in 1988, the Glock 19 is the compact version of the full-size Glock 
17. Loved and revered by many military and law enforcement agencies, the Glock 19 was adopted by 
the Swedish Army in the early 1990s. In the U.S. military, the Glock 19 took the place of the Sig P226 
for our United States Navy SEALs standard sidearm.

Description:



NEW// GEN 2 GLOCK 17/19

The Gen 2 MCK (Micro Conversion Kit) is compatible with the same Glock models and generations as 
our Gen 1 MCK. The 17, 19, 22, 23, 19x, 31, 32, and G45 are all compatible, however, with the features 
of the Gen 2 allowing it to be suppressor friendly, this also allows for handguns with suppressor height 
sights to be compatible in the Gen 2 MCK only.

The Glock 19x is a very interesting offer from Glock that pairs well with our FDE/Tan MCK or MCK 
GEN2. Recognized easily for its distinctive Flat Dark Earth color, the 19x is a “crossover” model for 
Glock, meaning that it incorporates the slide of a Glock 19 with the frame and capacity of a Glock 17. 
It is the commercial version of Glock’s submission for the Army’s Modular Handgun System program.

Description:

SKU: MCKGEN2 | MSRP: $299.00

MADE IN USA

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCKGEN2WTP | MSRP: $448.95

21 22



 

SHOOTING TIP #1 – STANDING POSITION

When shooting in the standing position, always bring the sight (Red Dot or Iron 
Sight) to your eye level. Do not lower your head to the sights. The stock should be 
high in your shoulder and it should feel natural and not strained. Your head/neck 
should be straight and not bent over to the right side (for right-handed shooters).
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// GEN 1 GLOCK 20/21

SKU: MCK21 | MSRP: $249.00

MADE IN USA

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCK21W | MSRP: $249.00

25 26

The Micro Conversion Kit for the Glock 20/21 models was released early in 2019. Compatible with 
Glock models 20 and 21 in Generations 3 and 4 of Glock, the MCK21 was crucial for many avid 
outdoorsman and hunters.

A long-standing model for Glock, the Glock 21 is a full-size handgun chambered in .45acp that was 
originally released in 1990. Many refer to the Glock 21 as the model that saved the .45acp cartridge 
from going extinct. Prior to its creation, the .45acp round was mostly designated for the 1911 platform 
and had not yet been incorporated into a modern striker-fired handgun.

Description:



 

NEW// GEN 2 GLOCK 20/21

SKU: MCK21GEN2 | MSRP: $309.00

MADE IN USA

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCK21GEN2R | MSRP: $309.00  | INCLUDES SPARE MAGAZINE HOLDER

27 28

The 2nd generation of the MCK for the Glock 21 achieves the same compatibility as our first 
generation but allows for a suppressor to be attached to the handgun inside the unit. Featuring 
all the Gen 2 advantages over the Gen 1, the MCK21GEN2 is a must for serious large bore Glock fans.

The Glock model 21 is also available in what is called an “SF” or short frame model. The Glock 21SF is 
compatible in our Micro Conversion Kits if they feature the classic “Universal Rail” that Glock has on 
all their polymer framed handguns, not the 1913 style rail found on some rarer models. The SF design 
reduces the total circumference of the receiver which allows for easier use of controls, specifically 
those with smaller hands.

Description:
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NEW// GEN 2 GLOCK 26/27

SKU: MCK26/27GEN2 | MSRP: $299.00

MADE IN USA

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCK26/27GEN2O | MSRP: $299.00

31 32

Glock changed the game for the subcompact pistol market when it first introduced its Glock 26 and 27
models in the United States in the mid-1990s. Shrinking the famous Glock platform, keeping a
respectable capacity in the desirable calibers of 9mm and .40 S&W, the platform created a new 
paradigm for conceal carry and law enforcement back up guns. NRA’s American Rifleman magazine 
named the Glock 26 as one of the hottest selling handguns of the year.

The MCK26/27GEN2 is one of the newest additions to our growing MCK Family. For the first time ever, 
we developed an MCK that does not need a bottom rail or frame-lock to secure the firearm. Our MCK 
Gen 2 for the Glock 26/27 is the perfect accessory to enhance your concealed carry and features all 
the upgrades of industry standard MCKGEN2 platform. Fits Glock generations 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Description:



 

NEW// GEN 2 GLOCK 34/35/41

SKU: MCK34/41GEN2 | MSRP: $324.00

MADE IN USA

INCLUDES SPARE MAGAZINE HOLDER

33 34

Competition shooters know that the Glock 34/35/41 are some of the most popular platforms across 
several shooting sports organizations and disciplines. Additionally, these models are also popular 
choices for home defense and law enforcement tactical units – making them the perfect match for the 
MCKGEN2 family.

The MCK Glock 34/35/41 is offered in our latest Gen 2 platform and comes standard with two gun 
doors to accommodate both 9mm/.40 S&W and .45 ACP. The new MCK Glock 34/35/41 Gen 2 has 
all the latest MCKGEN2 features including an aluminum top Picatinny rail, the Gen 2 Stabilizer 
and includes magazine storage that operates with a mag catch and mag release button. A special 
magazine adaptor for the mag storage compartment comes with the unit, allowing .45 ACP magazine 
compatibility. The MCK Glock 34/35/41 is suppressor friendly, accommodating suppressors up to 
1.38” in diameter, and works with a brass catcher sold separately in our vast accessory line.

Description:



Did You Know?

Photo by Ryan Thorpe on Unsplash

The amount of concrete used to build Hoover Dam 
was enough to pave a road from San Francisco to New 
York City. It holds back the waters of Lake Mead - the 
largest man-made lake in the U.S - which could cover 
the entire state of Connecticut in 10 feet of water.



 

NEW// GEN 2 GLOCK 43/48

SKU: MCK43/48GEN2 | MSRP: $299.00

MADE IN USA

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCK43/48GEN2P | MSRP: $299.00

37 38

There can be no doubt that one of Glock’s most innovative moves in recent times was its entry into the
single stack, semi-automatic pistol market. The Glock 43, 43x and 48 quickly became best sellers for
everyday carriers and as back up guns for law enforcement officers.

The MCK43/48GEN2 is CAA USA’s first Micro Conversion Kit (MCK) for a single stack handgun! 
Utilizing the same locking technology found on our MCK for the Glock 26/27, the MCK43/48GEN2 
has all of the same features and upgrades that you have come to love on our Gen 2 MCK platform, 
and the new slimmer design adds a whole new dimension to your Glock for the 43/43X/48. The 
MCK Glock 43/48 Gen 2 will continue in this wave of success while meeting the level of quality 
and attention to detail that you have come to expect from CAA USA.

Description:



 

NEW// P80

SKU: MCKP80 | MSRP: $285.00

MADE IN USA

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCKP80TU | MSRP: $285.00

39 40

The MCKP80 combines the advantages of CAA USA’s industry standard conversion kit and Polymer 
80’s work as the pioneers of the “DIY” pistol build kits. The MCKP80 adds to the fun, by providing a 
compatible Micro Conversion Kit for your very own build.

The MCKP80 is for Polymer80 brand comparable V1/V2 Glock Models 17/19/22/23/31/32 build kits. 
Featuring many of our successful MCKGEN2 upgrades such as Gen 2 stabilizer, magazine catch/
release button and suppressor compatibility, the MCKP80 comes with two charging handles to work 
with Glock OEM and P80 slides.

Description:



SHOOTING TIP #2 – TRIGGER PULL

When pulling/squeezing your trigger, always remember to keep your finger on the 
trigger even after the discharge, meaning pulled to the back/rear. When you release 
the trigger, you must hear the trigger reset “click”. This will help you control your 
trigger pull and informs you on whether your gun has had a malfunction. If you do 
not hear the reset “click” (when doing a correct trigger pull) it means you have a 
malfunction. Most shooters “hit”/“smack” the trigger and immediately let go with their 
index (shooting) finger thus causing movement of the barrel and effecting accuracy in 
a negative way.
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TAN/FDE

BLACK

TUNGSTEN GRAY

WHITE

OD GREEN

ORANGE

PINK

RED

BLUE

CLEAR

P40 GREEN

P40 SILVER

GHOST CAMO

DAMASCUS

WE THE PEOPLE

USA

// COLOR OPTIONS MADE IN USA
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SPRINGFIELD ARMORY
MCK

Springfield Armory was created in 1777 at the order of 
George Washington. In 1794, they began to manufacture 
muskets for the U.S and would supply small arms to the 
American military in every major conflict over the next 
150 years.

Springfield Armory was closed by the U.S Government 
in 1968. In 1974 Springfield Armory was brought back by 
an independent buyer and has continued to make small 
arms and market innovations to present day.

49 50



NEW// SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 9

SKU: MCKSA9 | MSRP: $324.00

MADE IN USA

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCKSA9BL | MSRP: $324.00

51 52

The MCKSA9 fits barrel lengths of 3.8”, 4”, 4.5” and 5” across the XD, XD MOD2, XDM and XDM Elite 
model lines. It is the first time we have ever made a conversion kit for 4 different barrel lengths.

The standard XD was introduced in 2001 and quickly gained a reputation for its ergonomics, quality, 
and ease of use. Springfield capitalized on the popularity of its XD series by following up with the 
introduction of the XD MOD2 and the XDM series. The XDM series was designed with competition 
shooters in mind featuring a match grade barrel, a more aggressive grip texture, fiber optic sights and 
an upgraded trigger system. The XDM Elite took the features of the XDM a step further by adding 
advanced tactical features like enhanced ergonomics, ambidextrous controls, a flared mag well and 
increased magazine capacity.

Description:



NEW// SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 45 MADE IN USA

SKU: MCKSA45 | MSRP: $324.00

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCKSA45FDE | MSRP: $324.00

53 54

The MCKSA45 fits barrel lengths of 3.8”, 4”, 4.5” and 5” across the XD, XD MOD2, and XDM model 
lines. Featuring a spare magazine holder that operates with a magazine button catch/release, the 
MCK for Springfield Armory has characteristics of our Gen 2 platform while being one of the most 
compatible conversion kits we have ever created. The Springfield Armory XD-45 Compact is true 
to the XD line with grip safety, cocking indicator, ambidextrous magazine release and Ultra Safety 
Assurance trigger system. The XD series in 45 allows for a wide variety of carry options, with a wide 
selection of models, barrel lengths and capacity options and shoots extremely well when compared 
to the single stack 1911.

Description:
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SMITH & WESSON
MCK

57 58

Smith & Wesson was formed in 1852 as a partnership 
between Horace Smith & D.B. Wesson.

They would continue to develop and market revolvers 
until 1913 when they released their first Semi-Automatic 
handgun. The innovation continued until the present day 
with the M&P series line first unveiling in 2005. In 2018, 
Smith & Wesson launched the M&P 2.0. This upgraded 
version of the original featured a better trigger system, 
barrel, and textured grip.



 

// GEN 1 SMITH & WESSON

Description:
The MCKMPGEN1 was released in 2019 for compatibility with the first-generation M&P 3.6” compact and the 4.25” full size. The 
M&P is a hybrid evolution between the Smith & Wesson Sigma and Smith & Wesson SW99 design.

SKU: MCKMPGEN1 | MSRP: $249.00

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCKMPGEN1W | MSRP: $249.00

// 2.0 SMITH & WESSON
SKU: MCKSWMP | MSRP: $249.00

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCKSWMPFDE | MSRP: $249.00

59 60

Description:
Shortly after releasing a Micro Conversion Kit for the first-generation M&Ps, the 2.0 M&P MCK became available. The MCKSWMP 
is for the M&P 2.0 compact 3.6”, compact 4”, and full size 4.25” models. The M&P 2.0 was introduced in 2017 and featured an 
improved trigger and more aggressive texturing on the handgun’s grip. The ability of the M&P series to be field stripped without 
depression of the trigger was one way that Smith & Wesson tried to separate themselves from Glock.



 

NEW// SMITH & WESSON SD9 VE

SKU: MCKSWSD9 | MSRP: $289.00

MADE IN USA

61 62

The SD9 VE was released in 2012 and is a direct evolution to the SD and Sigma series designs. This 
handgun quickly became popular not only because it was affordable, but for the money the shooter is 
rewarded a fine service pistol featuring Smith & Wesson’s Self-Defense Trigger, specifically for those 
who conceal carry. The MCK SD9 conversion kit will feature an aluminum rail, Gen 2 Stabilizer, and a 
magazine button for the extra mag holder.

Description:



Did You Know?

Photo by May on Unsplash

Thomas Jefferson’s face was originally started on 
the other side of George Washington, but the rock 
was full of quartz making it difficult to sculpt. The 
project started in 1927 and completed in 1941.



SIG SAUER
MCK
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Sig Sauer started as a wagon factory in 1853. In 1864 
they developed and entered a rifle for consideration for 
the Switzerland Ministry of defense. They continued to 
develop and expand through the 20th century eventually 
making their way to the U.S market as SIGARMS in 1985. 

On October 1st , 2007, they changed their name to Sig 
Sauer. Today Sig Sauer is the largest member of a group 
of firearms companies that includes J.P. Sauer & Sohn 
and Blaser, GmbH. in Germany.



 

// SIG SAUER P320

SKU: MCKSIG | MSRP: $249.00

MADE IN USA

AS SHOWN
SKU: MCKSIGG | MSRP: $249.00

67 68

The MCKSIG expanded the MCK line to accommodate one of the most popular handguns on the 
market today. The MCKSIG fits the standard P320 in full size, compact, and carry models without 
thumb safety. The P320 is a fully Modular frame and slide system that won the US Military Handgun 
contract in 2017 as well as becoming the issued sidearm of several Police departments across the 
country.

Description:



 

SHOOTING TIP #3 – PATIENCE

Most shooters miss because they shoot too quickly and do not let the sights get 
back on target before releasing the next shot. Do not think shooting too quickly is 
“cool”, it is not. Do not ever let speed affect accuracy. The noise of the bullet will 
not bring down the target, but a well-placed bullet will. Shoot as fast as you can as 
long as you are hitting 100% of the time. An additional ½ second between shots 
can make all the difference. Control your speed (not easy to do) and you will see 
significant improvement.
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COOL SH T
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2021
SKU: MCKTG/MCKTG2 MSRP: $29.95

MCK TRIGGER GUARD GEN1 & GEN2 GLOCK
The MCK Trigger Guard provides extra safety by covering the trigger area of handgun while it is in transit. This durable, 
snap-on trigger guard is a great accessory for carrying a loaded MCK in a bag, case, backpack, or vehicle and features quick 
release design so your MCK is ready as soon as you need it. Our MCK Trigger Guard is available for MCKGEN2 for Glock 
Models, MCKGEN1 for Glock Models and Universal for all other pistol manufacturer models. When not in use, the trigger can 
attach and be kept on the side picatinny rails of the conversion kit.

MSRP:

MCK HARD CASE
The MCK Case is a hard-shell storage and travel case for 
your MCK, handgun and accessories. Our case is made 
of reinforced polymer to securely protect your treasured 
MCK and whatever else you decide to take along with 
you. The MCK case features our world famous MCK logo 
and includes a soft, pick-away foam lining that allows you 
to custom configure your case precisely to the dimen-
sions of your MCK and its shape with the accessories you 
have added.

SKU: MSRP: $59.95SKU: MCKHC

// COOL SH T
SKU: MCKBIPOD MSRP: $69.95

MADE IN USA
MSRP:SKU:

BIPOD

MSRP:SKU: SKU: MCKGB MSRP: $59.95MSRP: $35.00SKU: MCKME

The MCK Bipod provides maximum support for when 
you want to zero in your sights or for those long shots 
at the range, by equipping your MCK with two forward 
legs to bear the weight of the unit for added stability and 
accuracy. Designed specifically for the MCK, the Bipod 
fits securely into the conversion kit’s forward magazine 
storage compartment. Two sturdy legs are deployed with 
the push of a button and are easily stowed back into the 
device when you are finished.

GLASS BREAKER/MUZZLE SHROUD
The MCK Glass Breaker is a must have MCK accessory for 
emergency and tactical situations where breaking glass 
is necessary for escape or entry. Made of aircraft-grade 
aluminum, this durable glass breaker easily attaches to 
the barrel shroud of the MCK and fits right in with the 
tactical style, cool look, and duty application design of 
the MCK. The MCK Glass breaker works with all MCK and 
MCKGEN2 models.

GLOCK MAGAZINE EXTENSION
The MCK Glock Magazine Extension easily replaces the 
base pad of your stock Glock magazine and adds up to 5 
additional rounds to your magazine capacity. Constructed 
of durable polymer, the MCK Glock Magazine Extension 
is designed to withstand the standard mag drop for quick 
magazine changes and stands out with our world famous 
MCK eagle logo. The MCK Glock Magazine Extension 
works with Glock 17, 19, 19x, 22, 23, 26, 27 and 45, 
Generations 3-5. Magazine extensions are not available 
to ship to certain states.
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// ADVANCED UPGRADE KIT

The One Point Sling is ideal for CQB or for an outdoor range. The sling allows for easy 
movement when operating in tight spaces. The sling maintains its structure and provides 
comfortable carry options. It is fully adjustable to fit all body sizes. The side release 
buckle allows for quick  release and frees up your hands. The bungee cord allows you to 
lengthen the sling when needed.

SKU: MCKOPS MSRP: $30.00

ONE POINT SLING

SKU: MCKPBSS MSRP: $20.00

PUSH BUTTON SLING SWIVEL
The Push Button Sling Swivel is constructed of steel 
for long lasting durability. It provides a quick release 
attachment for slings and will accept slings up to 1.6” 
without binding. The PBSS is proprietary for the MCK 
and attaches to the MCK underneath the rear housing.

SKU: MCKFBUS / MCKRBUS MSRP: $35.00

The MCK Front and Rear Flip-Up Sights securely attach to the top 
of the Picatinny Rail and uses a simple and quick pull-to-release 
system. The low-profile front sight features a quick adjust center 
post for elevation. It includes the standard A2 style, double peep 
aperture with notch sight and are click adjustable for windage. 
The MCK logo is embedded in both sights.

POLYMER FRONT & REAR SIGHTS SKU: MCKFL MSRP: $68.00

INTEGRAL FRONT FLASHLIGHT
Ambidextrous flashlight provides 500 Lumens of brightness to illuminate your target 
and your surroundings. Flashlight is removed by depressing the tabs on the side of 
the platform underneath the shroud and is a proprietary item. The flashlight can be 
rotated to place the power button in the shooter’s preferred position and powered 
by a standard CR 123 battery (included). The flashlight has four unique functions, low 
lumen level, high lumen level, strobe and timer.

SKU: MCKTHR MSRP: $19.50

POLYMER THUMB RESTS
The pair of thumb rests easily attach to the side Picatinny Rails. The thumb rests prevent your 
support hand from moving towards the muzzle and provides isometric tension for steadier 
shooting. Designed for both left and right-hand shooters and can be assembled on any weapon 
that has a side Picatinny Rail. The MCKTHR is one of the most popular add-ons to the MCK.

MADE IN USA
ADVANCED KIT
SKU: MCKADK MSRP: $199.00
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SKU: MCK3N1 MSRP: $39.95 SKU: MCKFLA MSRP: $29.95

Our MCK3N1 is a new modular adaptor that allows the 
shooter multiple options to carry our MCK Flashlight. 
With the MCK3N1, you are able to carry our MCKFL on 
a belt (OWB), or as a weapon mounted flashlight that 
attaches to the universal rail of your Glock, or you can 
quickly and easily transition the MCKFL from the adaptor 
to put into the front of your Micro Conversion kit, MCK.

SKU: MRD MSRP: $130.00

The Side Mount Flashlight/Laser Adaptor allows MCK 
shooters to run both a flashlight and laser simultaneously 
by providing an additional mounting device on the MCK’s 
side picatinny rail. It features a push button operation 
design that requires minimum hand adjustment for easy 
control of the laser or flashlight while shooting the MCK. 
Quality hardware keeps your laser secured and on point. 
This Side Mount/Adaptor is designed specifically for our 
MCK Flashlight (MCKFL), MCK Red Laser (MCKLR) and 
MCK Green Laser (MCKLG).

SKU: MCKLR / MCKLG MSRP: $74.95

The Red/Green Lasers allow the shooter to acquire a 
target quickly without using their sights. It utilizes a 123 
battery (included) and fits firmly into the designated 
flashlight compartment of the MCK. Using the laser, you 
can fire from the hip as well as shooting on the move.

CRIMSON TRACE MICRO RED DOT
The Micro Red dot sight is a joint venture with Crimson 
Trace and features 1.3 years of battery life on a single 
CR2032 battery with 14 different illumination settings 
(7 settings for red & 7 settings for green) that can be 
quickly cycled through for use at night or on a bright 
day. The 4 MOA red dot is extremely crisp and is 
designed to aid in rapid target acquisition in all lighting 
conditions. The MRD features fully multi-coated glass to 
reduce reflection and provide a clear sight picture. It is 
also shock, dust, impact, fog and recoil resistant.

3IN1 FLASHLIGHT ADAPTOR  NEW SIDE MOUNT/ADAPTOR  NEW

Our one-of-a kind MCK Fast Action Response bag is a 
range bag like no other and made specifically for the 
MCK. This double-stitched, durable nylon bag features a 
cradle for your MCK that rises from a hydraulic lift when 
the top zipper is opened. Without opening the zipper, the 
user can pull the MCK from the rear hatch of the bag for 
quick deployment. It includes plenty of room for spare 
magazines, ammunition and other range accessories.

SKU: MCKFRB MSRP: $199.95

FAST REACTION BAG  NEW

RED & GREEN LASER  NEW

// MORE COOL SH T

The MCKBAYONET is a “Thorn” style attachment made 
from aircraft-grade aluminum. It is available in a 4” 
length with a black anodized finish. It uses the existing 
flashlight mount on the MCK making this a quick and 
easy upgrade to any MCK!

SKU: MCKBAYONET4” MSRP: $54.95

ALUMINUM BAYONET  NEW 

SKU: MCKSB MSRP: $49.95

The MCKGEN2 Stock is our NFA rifle stock option that 
is designed for our MCKGEN2 platform only. This NFA 
stock designed to be placed against the shoulder while 
firing MCKGEN2 models and provides optimum comfort 
and ergonomics while increasing stability and accuracy.  
The MCKGEN2 Stock is an NFA item which requires an 
ATF Tax Stamp for the designated pistol in the kit.

SKU: MCKSBL MSRP: $49.95

GEN 2 STABILIZER
Constructed of high-impact polymer and TPE rubber 
that is lighter and more durable than conventional 
rubber. MCK Gen 2 can fire in the folded and locked 
position. Compatible with Gen 1 & Gen 2 MCKs and 
is intended to be secured to your arm with the Velcro 
strap. Exclusively licensed to CAA USA by SB Tactical, 
patent owner, the MCK is the only handgun conversion 
kit authorized to use this brace. Non NFA item.

SKU: MCKSBLGEN2 MSRP: $64.95

NFA STOCK
The NFA stock is similar to a rifle stock. It provides a 
steady platform when firing the MCK. The NFA Stock is 
designed to be placed against the shoulder allowing for 
increased stability and accuracy. It requires an ATF Tax 
stamp on the pistol designated to the kit.

SKU: MCKSTK MSRP: $49.95

EXTENDED STABILIZER
The Extended Stabilizer Brace provides a more stable 
platform which increases your stability and accuracy 
and is designed with the intention of being secured to 
your arm with the Velcro strap. It is a Non NFA item. 
Exclusively licensed to CAA USA by SB Tactical, patent 
owner, the MCK is the only handgun conversion kit 
authorized to use this brace. Comes standard with all 
the Gen 1 MCKs.

SKU: MCKGEN2STK MSRP: $49.95

SHORT STABILIZER
Short Stabilizer Brace is designed with the intention 
of being secured to your arm with the velcro strap. It 
allows for easy mobility in close quarters and is a Non 
NFA item. The MCKSB can be folded for more compact 
carry. Exclusively licensed to CAA USA by SB Tactical, 
patent owner, the MCK is the only handgun conversion 
kit authorized to use this brace.

SKU: MCKTPR MSRP: $69.95

The Aluminum Picatinny Rail comes standard with the 
MCK Gen 2. The revamped Picatinny Rail increases 
stability, durability, and accuracy. The 12-inch military 
spec rail accepts backup sights and optics. It is easily  
installed and can be purchased as an aftermarket
add-on or with any MCK. The aluminum rail allows a 
compensated pistol to be used inside the MCK.

MADE IN USA

ALUMINUM PICATINNY RAIL  NEW
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SKU: MCK-THG MSRP: $19.95

TRAINING HANDGUN
The Training Handgun is constructed of polymer and 
replicates the Glock 19. The Training Handgun can be 
placed inside the MCK kit for display in retail stores or for 
safely practicing insertion /removal of the pistol from the 
MCK. It is also a great way to teach handgun safety. It is 
available in Black and White.

SKU: DST MSRP: $19.95

DEMONSTRATION STAND
The Demonstration Stand is constructed of durable 
plastic material. Allows for a quick and seamless 
way to present the MCK on a store counter. The 
demonstration stand can also accommodate the 
CAA Training Handgun.

SKU: MCKGCH MSRP: $44.95

UNIVERSAL GLOCK HOLSTER
Universal Glock Holster is an IWB holster including a belt clip at a 12-degree angle. Made from the same material as the 
Glock pistols. Compatible with all generations of Glock (17, 19, 19x, 22, 23, 25, 31, 32, 34, 35, & 45). With no moving parts, 
positive passive retention technology, and three internal leaf springs, maintaining internal weapon contact. Available in 
Black, OD Green, FDE, Tungsten & White.

SKU: BHM MSRP: $49.95

BELT HOLSTER FOR MCK
The Belt Holster is designed exclusively for carrying the 
Micro Conversion Kit (MCK). Built to fit all belt sizes and 
locks quickly in place. The holster is angled to allow for a 
quick and easy draw.

Includes: Picatinny Rail attachment, Belt Holster and
Allen key. Right-handed only.

SKU: MAG_9mm MSRP: $19.99

EXTENDED MAGAZINE
The Glock extended magazine for Glock 9mm and 
Glock 40 pistols has a capacity of 33-rounds. The 
Glock extended magazine for Glock .45 Auto pistols 
has a capacity of 26-rounds. The magazine features an 
all-black polymer construction and works with Glock 
pistols (Gen 3 or later) and Glock-compatible carbines 
and AR Platforms.

// MORE COOL SH T
SKU: Glock-Drum MSRP: $69.95 GLOCK DRUM MAGAZINE

The Drum Magazine is available for Glock handguns (Gen 3,4,5) 
in four calibers (9mm/50 rounds, .40/50 rounds, 10mm/40 
rounds and .45/40 rounds). The drum magazine also works 
with Glock magazine compatible carbines and AR platforms. 
Features include heat treated internal chrome silicon wire 
spring for maximum reliability and smooth feeding, and special 
finger taps for quick and easy reloading.

SKU: MCKKNIFEST MSRP: $69.95

The patent pending MCK Knife is a 3” 7CR17MOV Steel 
Blade with a four-inch grip which attaches securely into 
the MCK spare magazine holder. Includes MCK to Knife 
Grip Adapter, Adapter Removal Tool & Knife Holster. The 
adapter can be removed when not in use to allow for 
spare magazine placement.

The MCK Brass Catcher is made for those that reload and for 
keeping the range clean. It connects with a screw on one side 
and a magnet on the other. It has a Velcro release at the bottom 
that easily allows the shooter to empty the casings.

SKU: MCKBC MSRP: $49.95

SKU: BSB / BSBLOGO MSRP: $125.00

BALLISTIC SLING BAG
Built especially for the Micro Conversion Kit (MCK) and MCK accessories. Ballistic Sling Bag features a HK snap sewn directly to the 
top of the bag which allows the MCK to be attached and deployed from the bag, quickly and smoothly. The zipper pocket on the 
rear of the sling bag will accommodate a 10x12 Ballistic Plate.

Comes with or without the CAA USA logo.

MEASUREMENTS:

Length: 17 in.
Width: 13 in.
Depth: 3 in.

LOGO NO LOGO

MADE IN USA

BRASS CATCHER  NEW

KNIFE  NEW
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// GENERAL PRODUCTS
SKU: MCKPATCH MSRP: $5.00 SKU: MCKCHAT MSRP: $22.99

MCK PATCH
The MCK logo on a velcro patch.

SKU: MCK KEY CHAIN MSRP: $4.99

GRAY CAMO HAT
The MCK camo hat. Proudly display the MCK logo at the 
range or anywhere you go. Made in the USA.

MCK KEYCHAIN
The official keychain of the Micro Conversion Kit (MCK).

SKU: PATCHUSA MSRP: $5.00 SKU: MCKHAT MSRP: $19.95

CAA USA PATCH
The CAA logo on a velcro patch.

SKU: MCK KEY CHAIN MSRP: $4.99

MCK HAT
The MCK hat is Charcoal Gray Chino material with Black 
mesh. Proudly display the MCK logo at the range or just 
around town. Fully adjustable and made in the USA.

MCK GEN 2 KEYCHAIN
The official keychain of the Micro Conversion Kit (MCK) 
Generation 2.

CAA MCK T-SHIRT
The CAA MCK Shirt is constructed of a high-quality cotton blend. The MCK logo is displayed on 
the frontside and the MCK is displayed on the backside.

Available Sizes: S – 3XL

SKU: SHIRT POLO MSRP: $39.95

CAA USA POLO SHIRT  NEW
The durable Silk Touch Performance CAA USA Polo wicks moisture, resists snags and 
thanks to PosiCharge® technology, holds onto its color for a professional look that lasts.

Available Sizes: S – 2XL

SKU: CTSHIRTMD MSRP: $19.95

MADE IN USA
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infousa@caagearup.com
754.205.9385

3901 NE 12th Ave, Suite 400
Pompano Beach, FL 33064

www.caagearup.com


